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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

:101.0-101 

OPTIOl"IAL FORM. NO, 10 
MAY IP62 ~QITION 
GSA fPMli 14.1 Cflll 101"" I 1,6 

. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Mem0randum 
D33 

Sl 

/ .. 
State Department Massages 

DATE: 3 ,JAN 

l. Yot'IX :Memo Routing Slip of 9 December 1967 is returned as 
Inclosure l. The materials which were attached to it are also 
returned, i oe., an undated memorandum for SUKI.O (Inclosure 2), and 
photographs of Secretary of State 's "' .. '""""'''''.,.,'"' t'o Chungld.ng, No . 277, 
a8 November 1941 (Inclost'll'e 3) and of his message. to Tokyo, No. 796, 
same date ( Inclosure 4). 

2. Mr . Betts, S131, has obtained from the Department of State 
facsimiles of messages No. 277 and No . 796 in the forms in which they 
were released for encryption. They are attached as Inclost'll'e 5 and 6, 

M:r. Betts learned from Bierau (State ) that: 

J:h The notation 11SC11 which appears on Inclosures 5 and 6, 
signifies that those messages were encrypted a system, 
using the M•l38-.A device ., 

b . No machine systems were operated by the Department 
November 191~1; t he first use of a machine syst em was a month later on 
the link to London. 

c. The De(partment has no of 
words "(In Ma.chine CiJ;lller) 11 entered on Inclosures 3 and 4. 

d . :M:r. William Good.man of the Department was somewhat 
concerned about 11digging up a dead body and beating :t t to death". 
In any publicity, he does not want statements made to reflect 
unfavorably on the Department . (Mr. Betts said that NSA sought no 
publicity at all would his wishes. ) 

3. Incl.osures 3 and 4 appear to be products of cryptanalysis 
by the Japanese. The strip cipher in question was '1/"Ulnerable to 
cryptanalytic attack und.l!!r a variety of conditions) including 
instances when messages or large portions of messages were in isolog 
o:r in depth . We probably would not be able now to assemble the small 
u.c; ,, .. ,.1 ..... 0 of cryptography used for those t wo messages, nor to 
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measure with certainty t he "'"'"'T\o~s·a, of the 
organization. It is apparent, however, that the large portion of 
identical text found in Inclosu.res 5 and 6 was sent in isolog, if not 
in depth. The Japanese COMINI' organization is considered to have had 
the competence t o decrypt those ( ancl this evid.ently was done 
without the benefit of that particular isolog ·or depth). :Miss Bierau 
provided some information about strips used, and irethod of extracting 

them. That n -r·, .. .,..,,n,:, be to you if it 
needed . 

11. . I n further comparison of Inclosures 3 and 11. with 5 a.no. 
it is evident that Japanese access to the texts was gained at some 
stage after they had been encrypted because of such features as 
sectioning . Inclosures 3 and !i moreover contain a few gaps or 

only be --.,,..i,,.,., ..... ,.,,,.,....., as bi ts text 
encountered by a cryptanalyst, or by the addressee ' s cryptographer, 
but this latter tho~t may be ruled out because , Inclosures 3 and 4 
appear to have been done by the same typist (.)l'l; ~~~ s~me 
While the pallet alignments of s uch words as ~;;Cllilla." do not match in 
all cases, this may be the result of a loose t1-,i•t':, fum this seems to 
be the case in the word 11Japanese 11 in the first para,gra.ph, Sect III, 
Incl t~. .1:.1 .t1..•c•JmJ..1.<;; of apparent (with my italics) f ollow: 

True Text 
{Incl 5) 

Apparetlt: Garble 
· {:J:n(il 3) 

to furnish Japan a 
require d -

from the Dutch East from • •• but ••• - -Indies . 

5. While we are unable to explain why the "ma.chine cipher" 
legend appears on Inclosures 3 and 4, one fairly good possibility is 
that the Japanese COMIN.r organization succeeded in the traffic 
des::pi te an inaccro:ate diagnosis of the system; they may have visua lized 
mechanically operated wheels where there actually were strips. As 
another possibility, thi s legend might have been an i nstruction on 
how the text; should be sent by t he one paint t o another, 
A third possibility is suggested in :paragraph 6, below. 
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6. It is interesting to speculate about the use of the English 
i n Inelosu.res 3 and li . The typist (who is also presumed to 

be the cryptanalyst) used English exclusively for headings, summ.a.ry 
of text, and other notations beyond the English text itself. This 
might suggest that while the cl'.·yptanalyst was nuent in English., he 
did not know Japanese well enough to ...... ,, ....... .,""' ... , .. .,.:.vu.. Other 
explanations are :possible, but our reason for bringing up t..liis point 
is that, if we can locate any work which was typed or ha.nd ... written 
by (Did he know ap11nei3e ) , it may of some histo:rical 
interest to compare the typing with the pronounced variations in key 
pressure shown in Inclosures 3 and 4., and with the few hand-written ·-
co:r:rections in those Inclosures . If he ha.d anything to do with Inclo-
sures 3 and 4, we might suspect that he would call system a machine 
cipher in an attempt to increase his stature as a. cryptanalyst. 

6 Inc;ts: 
a/s 

3 t7 -U_)-·vr..,, {, ·--
{ J. R. CHILES 

Chief, S1 
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